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IMPACT 

FLOOR PREP – STRIPPING WAX 

from Terrazzo or Concrete Floors 

Proper floor preparation is critical for success! 
 

YOU WILL NEED: 

 Caution Tape & Wet Floor Signs 

 Chemical-Resistant Tape 

 Protective Walk-Off Matting 

 Acrylic/Wax Stripper 

 Stripping Pads: 
Round Ultra-Blue or High-Pro Black 

 Round Screens, 60-150 grit (optional) 

 Doodle Bug Holder & Pads 

 Scrapers and/or Razor Blades 

 Citric Acid 

 PH Test Paper 

 3 Clean String Mop Heads, Handles, & Bucket 

 175 RPM Roto or Rectangular 
Orbital Floor Machine 

 Wet Vacuum (with Squeegee preferred) 

 Fans/Air Movers 

 Shoe Covers 

 Traction Stripping Shoes 

 Rubber Gloves 

 Safety Glasses 

 Microfiber Mop Frame & Pads 

 Rags/Towels 

 

 

 

 

 

Consider taking “before” and “after” pictures! 
Send them to info@ultradt.com and they may 
feature in our social media and/or newsletter! 

STAGE THE AREA with protective walk-off matting at 

doorway. Apply tape (and plastic where needed) to 

doorways, baseboards, and other surfaces needing 

protection. Remove all movable fixtures. Place 

caution tape and wet floor signs. 

 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) should be 

worn. Refer to Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for additional 

information. 

 

ACRYLIC STRIPPER: 

Prepare in clean mop bucket according to label. 

Apply generously to floor with mop, but no more than 

can be scrubbed and extracted in a timely manner. 

Allow stripper to dwell (sit) on floor for 10-15 

minutes. 

 

MACHINE SCRUB the floor slowly with an Ultra-Blue 

or High-Pro Black pad to loosen the acrylic finish. Step 

only on areas that have been scrubbed to minimize 

slipping. If floor feels slippery, more scrubbing is likely 

needed. Run the machine in two different directions. 

Turn machine on its edge (heel) on hard-to-remove 

areas. Apply water as needed to keep the floor/slurry 

wet. 
 

EDGES, CORNERS, HARD-TO-REACH AREAS should be 

abraded using a Doodle Bug. Use scrapers or razor 

blades to remove heavy buildup. 

 

WET VACUUM to extract all slurry. 

 

INSPECT FLOOR for residual acrylic. If any buildup 

remains, reapply stripper and repeat machine scrub 

before proceeding. A grit screen, aggressive brush, or 

polymer tool may be used to remove stubborn 

residual acrylic/wax. 
 

CITRIC ACID: 

Mix one 1-oz citric acid packet with 6 gallons of clean 

water and apply generously to floor. 

Scrub floor with clean pad or screen. 

WET VACUUM immediately after scrub to extract all 

water. 
 

TEST PH to ensure floor surface is neutral before 

proceeding. If pH is above 8, repeat citric acid scrub, 

wet vacuum, and mopping. 
 

MOP with clean water and clean mop head or clean 

microfiber mop. 
 

FINISHING UP: 

Remove and discard tape and walk-off matting. 

Fan dry if desired to speed drying. 

Affix new shoe covers. 

 

FINAL MICROFIBER MOP: 

Mop floor with a microfiber mop and clean water. 

Use a figure-8 motion, moving mop in 1 direction. 

Rinse mop in clean bucket every 50 ft2 and change 

water as it becomes cloudy. 

 

ALLOW FLOOR TO DRY THOROUGHLY. Use fans to 

shorten dry time. 
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IMPACT 

FLOOR PREP – CLEAN & SEAL  

for Terrazzo or Concrete Floors 

Proper floor preparation is critical for success! 
 

Follow these preparation steps before applying 

IMPACT to existing hard-troweled or polished 

concrete where a grinding preparation process is 

not desired or needed. Once prepared, the 

rolling method must be used when applying 

IMPACT directly to concrete. 

YOU WILL NEED: 

 Caution Tape & Wet Floor Signs 

 Chemical-Resistant Tape 

 Protective Walk-Off Matting 

 Acrylic Wax Test Kit 

 Neutral Cleaner 
(new floors can use plain water) 

 60-150 grit sand screens 

 Red Scrubbing or Blue Super Clean Pads 

 Doodle Bug Holder 

 PH Test Paper 

 2 Clean String Mop Heads, Handles, & Bucket 

 175 RPM Roto or Rectangular 
Orbital Floor Machine 

 Wet Vacuum with Squeegee 

 Fans/Air Movers 

 Shoe Covers 

 Microfiber Mop Frame & Pads 

 Rags/Towels 

 

 

Consider taking “before” and “after” pictures! 
Send them to info@ultradt.com and they may 
feature in our social media and/or newsletter! 

 

STAGE THE AREA with protective walk-off 

matting at doorway. 

APPLY TAPE (and plastic where needed) to 

doorways, baseboards, and other surfaces 

needing protection. 

IF ACRYLIC WAX IS PRESENT: 

You must strip all acrylic wax (see SOP: 

“IMPACT Floor Prep – Stripping Wax from 

Terrazzo or Concrete Floors”). 

DILUTE NEUTRAL CLEANER OR DEGREASER in a 

clean mop bucket according to label. Plain water 

may be used for unsoiled floors. Apply 

generously to floor with mop. 

PLACE BRUSH OR BLACK PAD under 175 RPM Roto 

to clean entire floor. 

IF AN EXISTING POLISHED “GUARD” IS PRESENT: 

Wet scrub floor with 60- to 150-grit screens 

placed under a clean pad. 

ABRADE EDGES, CORNERS, AND HARD-TO-

REACH AREAS using a Doodle Bug. 

WET VACUUM to extract all water and debris. 

MOP with clean water and clean mop head or clean 

microfiber mop. 

ALLOW FLOOR TO DRY THOROUGHLY. Use fans 

to shorten dry time.  
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IMPACT 

FLOOR PREP – GRIND & SEAL  

for Concrete Floors 

Proper floor preparation is critical for success! 
 

When grinding concrete floors in preparation for 

IMPACT, it is recommended to leave it at 200-grit 

resin level or higher. When applying IMPACT to 

concrete that has been grinded below 200-grit 

resin, it is recommended to prime the concrete 

before applying IMPACT. 

 

YOU WILL NEED: 

 Caution Tape  
 Planetary Concrete Grinders 

with Appropriate Tooling 
 Pulse Vacuum 
 Microfiber Mop Frame and Pads 

 

IF APPLYING PRIMER, YOU WILL ALSO NEED: 

 1/4” or 3/8” nap Rollers & Frame  
 Flat Flexible Squeegee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consider taking “before” and “after” pictures! 
Send them to info@ultradt.com and they may 
feature in our social media and/or newsletter! 

 

GRIND THE FLOOR to remove all existing acrylic 

finishes, urethane coatings, guard products, 

silicate surface hardeners, curing membranes, 

paint, oil, and dirt. Failure to do so may result in 

diminished durability, loss of adhesion, varied 

gloss and inconsistent color enhancement. Grind 

slowly to minimize and remove deep scratch 

patterns. 

EITHER: 

- Grind to a 200-grit resin level, OR 

- Apply a primer coat of MC Standard Cure, MC-

UV, or UltraSpartic 95 or 100 following these 

steps: 

CHOOSE A PRIMER based on desired dry 

time, size of project, and experience. 

PRIMER POT LIFE DRY TIME 

MC Standard Cure 30 min 12-16 hours 

MC-UV Epoxy 30 min 12-16 hours 

UltraSpartic 95 30 min 12-16 hours 

UltraSpartic 100 17 min 3-6 hours 

 

MIX PRIMER based on coverage rate of 400-

600 square feet per gallon. Refer to Part A 

label and product TDS for instructions. Once 

mixed, reduce primer with xylene: 

PRIMER XYLENE TO ADD 

MC Epoxies 5 – 10 % 

UltraSpartic 95 5 – 10 % 

UltraSpartic 100 10 – 20 % 

 

IMMEDIATELY POUR MIX onto the floor. 

SPREAD PRIMER by pushing a flat, stiff 

squeegee (or pulling a flat, flexible squeegee) 

at an angle. 

 

BACK-ROLL PRIMER to eliminate streaks and 

ensure a consistent, thin film. Do not load the 

roller with primer. Keep rollers somewhat 

dry. Squeeze out excess coating from the 

rollers on a dry area of the floor as needed. 

Finish spreading and back-rolling each mix 

within the stated pot life. 

ALLOW PRIMER TO DRY THOROUGHLY 

before mixing and applying IMPACT. 

PRIMER 
APPROXIMATE 

DRY TIME 

MC Epoxies 8 – 12 hours 

UltraSpartic 95 8 – 12 hours 

UltraSpartic 100 4 – 6 hours 
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IMPACT 

FLOOR PREP – RECOATING 

for Concrete or Terrazzo floors 

WITH EXISTING IMPACT 

Proper floor preparation is critical for success! 
 

YOU WILL NEED: 

 Caution Tape & Wet Floor Signs 

 Chemical-Resistant Tape 

 Protective Walk-Off Matting 

 Neutral Cleaner 
(new floors can use plain water) 

 80- to 150-Grit Screens 

 Very Fine Maroon Conditioning Pads 

 Red Scrubbing or Blue Super Clean Pads 

 Doodle Bug Holder & Maroon Pads 

 PH Test Paper 

 2 Clean String Mop Heads w/ Handles 

 Mop Bucket 

 175 RPM Roto or Rectangular 
Orbital Floor Machine 

 Wet Vacuum w/ Squeegee 

 Fans / Air Movers 

 Shoe Covers 

 Microfiber Mop Frame & Pads 

 Rags / Towels 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Consider taking “before” and “after” pictures! 
Send them to info@ultradt.com and they may 
feature in our social media and/or newsletter! 

 

STAGE THE AREA with protective walk-off 
matting at doorway. Apply tape (and plastic 
where needed) to doorways, baseboards, and 
areas needing protection. 

DILUTE NEUTRAL CLEANER in clean mop bucket 
with water according to label directions. Plain 
water may be used on unsoiled floors. 
Apply generously to floor with mop. 

SELECT SCREEN OR MAROON PAD. 
If floor is textured and screens could cause 
damage, use UDT-supplied or approved very fine 
maroon conditioning pad. 
Otherwise: if existing IMPACT is heavily scratched 
and/or has aggregate, use 80- or 100-grit 
screens; if not, use 100- or 120-grit screens. 

PLACE MAROON PAD OR SCREEN under a red or 
blue pad. 

MACHINE SCRUB SLOWLY to both clean and 
micro-abrade the surface. 
- Run the machine in two different directions. 
Improperly abraded or contaminated floors may 
cause adhesion problems. 
- Scrub no faster than 1,000 ft2 per hour. 

FLIP SCREEN OR MAROON PAD  
Flip screens after 200 ft2 and discard after 
another 200 ft2 (400 ft2 total per screen). 
Flip maroon pads after 100 ft2 and discard after 
another 100 ft2 (200 ft2 total per maroon pad). 
Affix new screen or maroon pad and continue 
across floor, flipping and replacing screen or 
maroon pad as needed. (Example: a 2,000-ft2 
floor will require 5 screens or 10 maroon pads.) 

 

 

 

ABRADE EDGES, corners, and hard-to-reach 
areas using doodle bug with maroon pads. Apply 
maximum pressure under hand sanitizer 
dispensers and any areas that may be frequently 
wet. 

Lack of adequate abrasion can cause adhesion problems! 
 

WET VACUUM to extract all water and debris. 

MOP FLOOR with clean water and clean mop 
head or clean microfiber mop. 

FAN DRY (optional) to shorten drying time. 

INSPECT FLOOR to ensure entire surface has 
been adequately abraded and no dirt remains in 
any scratches. Floor should be dull (little or no 
shine). 

FINISHING UP: 
Remove and discard tape and walk-off matting. 
Fan dry if desired to speed drying. 
Affix shoe covers and hairnets. 
Microfiber mop with clean water. 
Rinse mop in clean bucket every 50 ft2 and 
change water as it becomes cloudy. 

NOTE CONDITION OF FLOOR 
If floor is severely damaged or heavily scratched, 
the T-Bar/Back-Roll process may not hide 
scratches and heavily worn areas. In this case, 
rolling process may be preferred. 
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IMPACT 

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 

Read all instructions prior to mixing! 
 

YOU WILL NEED: 

 IMPACT Components 
(all the same size, Standard/Contractor/Bulk): 
- Part A (Gloss or Matte) 
- Part A1 (4-Hour or 8-Hour) 
- Part B (universal) 
- Part C (universal) 
- Ultra Grip or UDT Aggregate (optional) 

 Stir Stick or Drill with 1-gallon Mixer Paddle 

 Can Opener 

 Rubber Gloves 

 Safety Glasses 

 Timer, Clock, or Stopwatch 

 Trash Bag 

 Rags / Paper Towels 

 
 
 

 
Ultra Grip or UDT Aggregate can be used if 

additional abrasion or slip resistance is desired. 

KIT SIZE ULTRA GRIP UDT AGGREGATE 

Standard 1 Bag 1 Scoop (1.5 oz) 

Contractor 2 Bags 2 Scoops (3.0 oz) 

Bulk 7 Bags 7 Scoops (10.5 oz) 
 

 

COVERAGE RATES: 

KIT SIZE ROLLING METHOD T-BAR/BACK-ROLL 

Standard 150-250 ft2 300-400 ft2 

Contractor 300-500 ft2 600-800 ft2 

Bulk 1050-1750 ft2 2100-2800 ft2 

CHECK USE-BY DATES: 
Ensure the “use-by” date on the lid of IMPACT 
Part A is current (not expired). 

CHECK PRODUCT TEMPERATURE: 
Ensure all components are room temperature 
(59-77°F; 15-25°C) prior to starting. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE): 
Rubber gloves and safety glasses should be worn. 
Long sleeves are recommended. Refer to Safety 
Data Sheets (SDS) for additional information. 

POSITION TIMER, clock, or stopwatch for use 
while mixing. 

OPEN PART A and stir thoroughly with stir stick. 

SHAKE PART A1, then open and pour entire 
contents into Part A bucket. Drill mix (with one-
gallon mixing blade) or stir by hand with stir stick 
for 15 seconds. 

IF MIXING A BULK KIT: pour A/A1 mixture into 
separate, clean 5-gallon pail. 

SET TIMER for 2 minutes and 30 seconds. 

OPEN PART B AND START TIMER. Slowly add 
entire contents of Part B while stirring or drill 
mixing. If hand mixing, scrape all sides and 
bottom of bucket using stir stick. Product will 
turn white. Continue stirring/drill mixing for 2 
minutes and 30 seconds. 

WHEN TIMER REACHES 2:30, begin adding Part C 
in small doses, pouring gently into mixture while 
stirring/mixing for 2 more minutes. If hand 
mixing, scrape all sides and bottom of bucket to 
thoroughly mix all components. 

ADD ULTRA GRIP OR AGGREGATE (if applicable) 
and mix for 15 seconds. 

IMPACT is now ready to use. 
 

Always use mixed product within pot life: 

4-HOUR DRY TIME 8-HOUR DRY TIME 

30 minutes 60 minutes 
 

 

  

Tip: write the time you start mixing on the stir 
stick and keep that stick in the bucket. This helps 
keep track of how much pot life remains. 

Do not continue using product beyond stated pot 
life. 

When mixing an additional batch of IMPACT, do 
not combine with prior batch. 
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IMPACT APPLICATION 

ROLLING METHOD 

YOU WILL NEED: 

 IMPACT Floor Finish 

 Chemical-Resistant Tape 

 Microfiber Mop & Microfiber Mop Pads 

 Two Extension Poles 

 6.5” Edge Roller Frame 

 6.5” x 3/8” Nap Woven or Pro Performance Roller 

 18” Wide Boy Roller Frame 

 12” or 18” or Pro Performance Roller (3/8” Nap) 

 Wide Boy Bucket and Wide Boy Bucket Liner 

 2” Paint Brush 

 Paper Towels/Rags 

 Trash Bags 

 Walk-Off Matting 

 “Wet Floor” Signs 

 Floor Protectors 

 Rubber Gloves, Safety Glasses, Shoe Covers 

 Fans and/or Dehumidifiers 

 Psychrometer and Infrared Thermometer 
 

RECORD ENVIRONMENTAL READINGS 
See IMPACT Technical Data Sheet for full testing info. 

AIR TEMPERATURE 
DO NOT APPLY when 

below 40°F or above 90°F. 

 

HUMIDITY 
DO NOT APPLY when above 70%. 

 

 

FLOOR TEMPERATURE 
 

 

DEW POINT 
DO NOT APPLY if floor is 

within 5°F of the dew point. 

 

MOISTURE CONTENT 
Tests completed and results. 

 

PREPARATION 

STAGE THE AREA with protective walk-off matting at 

doorway. Tape off doorways or other areas that 

should not be coated. 

ASSEMBLE ROLLERS. 

PUT ON GLOVES AND GLASSES. Long sleeves are 

recommended. Refer to Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for 

additional information. 

CONFIRM SQUARE FOOTAGE. Ensure the correct 

amount of IMPACT is prepared to mix: Standard Kit 

150-250, Contractor Kit 300-500. 

MIX IMPACT according to instructions. 

Do not mix more than can be applied within 

maximum pot life: 

4-HOUR DRY TIME 8-HOUR DRY TIME 

30 minutes 60 minutes 
 

PLACE LINER INSIDE WIDE BOY BUCKET and pour 

IMPACT into Rigid liner. 

LOAD 3/8” ROLLERS with IMPACT. 

 

APPLICATION 

USE EDGE ROLLER to roll IMPACT along the far wall 

and back 3-4 feet along each side wall. 

USE 18” ROLLER and roll side-to-side (approximately 

5 feet wide), then forward-and-back (approximately 3 

feet deep) in a “W” motion to evenly spread IMPACT 

(approximately 15 ft2 at a time). Make your way from 

one wall to the other, then stop and return to the first 

wall (go from wall A to B, and then A to B again, etc). 

USE EDGE ROLLER again and roll 3-4 feet further 

along the wall just prior to rolling with 18” roller. 

USE 18” ROLLER again and roll side-to-side, then 

forward-and-back in a “W” motion. Feather-roll into 

previous rolled areas by rolling just past previous 

roller lines and lifting slowly (like an airplane taking 

off). 

CONTINUE applying IMPACT by working together with 

the edge roller and 18” roller. 

USE PAINT BRUSH to apply IMPACT in hard-to-reach 

areas. 

MIX ADDITIONAL IMPACT as needed. Mix more 

IMPACT before running out to avoid delays in the 

rolling process. 

 

FINISHING UP 

ROLL ONTO TAPE to ensure a clean line at exit. 

REMOVE ROLLERS and discard. 

REMOVE TAPE before IMPACT dries. 

ISOLATE AREA and place Wet Floor signs. 

USE FANS/DEHUMIDIFIERS to speed drying. 

KEEP DOORS OPEN to provide airflow. 

CLEAN ROLLER FRAMES with isopropyl alcohol or dish 

soap and water. 

ALLOW EXCESS IMPACT TO DRY in bucket overnight 

before discarding according to local regulations. 

AFFIX FLOOR PROTECTORS to any furniture or fixture 

that may prematurely damage the floor. 
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IMPACT APPLICATION 

T-BAR & BACK-ROLL METHOD 
This method should not be used when applying directly to concrete. 

YOU WILL NEED: 

 IMPACT Floor Finish 

 Chemical-Resistant Tape 

 Microfiber Mop & Microfiber Mop Pads 

 Two Extension Poles 

 12” or 18” T-Bar Frame & Refills 

 6.5” Edge Roller Frame 

 6.5” x 5/16” Nap Micro Plush Back-Rollers 

 18” Wide Boy Roller Frame 

 12” or 18” x 5/16” Nap Micro Plush Back-Rollers 

 2” Paint Brush 

 Paper Towels/Rags 

 Trash Bags 

 Walk-Off Matting 

 “Wet Floor” Signs 

 Floor Protectors 

 Rubber Gloves, Safety Glasses, Shoe Covers 

 Fans and/or Dehumidifiers 

 Psychrometer and Infrared Thermometer 

 Two Technicians (minimum) 
 

RECORD ENVIRONMENTAL READINGS 
See IMPACT Technical Data Sheet for full testing info. 

AIR TEMPERATURE 
DO NOT APPLY when 

below 40°F or above 90°F. 

 

HUMIDITY 
DO NOT APPLY when above 70%. 

 

 

FLOOR TEMPERATURE 
 

 

DEW POINT 
DO NOT APPLY if floor is 

within 5°F of the dew point. 

 

MOISTURE CONTENT 
Tests completed and results. 

 

PREPARATION: Affix shoe covers. Perform final 
cleaning with damp microfiber mop pad. Place 
protective walk-off matting at doorway. Tape trash 
bag to floor at planned exit to capture excess IMPACT 
upon completion. Tape off doorways or other areas 
that should not be coated. Assemble T-Bar and back-
rollers. Put on gloves and glasses; long sleeves are 
recommended; refer to Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for 
additional information. Ensure correct amount of 
IMPACT is available to mix for coverage required: 
Standard Kit 300-400 ft2, Contractor Kit 600-800 ft2. 

MIX IMPACT according to instructions. 

APPLICATION 

STIR IMPACT and pour line about 8” from back wall, 
about 3-4” wide, from one side wall to the other. 

T-BAR TECHNICIAN: Wet T-Bar applicator in poured 
line of IMPACT. Drag or pull T-Bar at slight angle along 
poured line across room (like a snowplow). IMPACT 
should run off edge of T-Bar away from back wall. 
When approaching side walls, rotate T-Bar 90° and 
pull along side wall (away from back wall) about 18”, 
then rotate T-Bar 180° so wet end is now toward side 
wall. Continue to drag T-Bar at slight angle along 
poured line and return to opposite side wall. Avoid 
creating a puddle of IMPACT near any wall. 

BACK-ROLLER TECHNICIAN: After T-Bar Technician 
has made first 2 passes, back-roll over IMPACT along 
wall using 6.5” Edge Micro Plush Back-Roller. 

T-BAR TECHNICIAN: Continue dragging T-Bar from 
wall to wall. Apply consistent downward pressure to 
leave an even amount of IMPACT on floor. Ensure 
Back-Roller Technician can reach all areas (do not run 
T-Bar more than 2 or 3 passes ahead). 

BACK-ROLLER TECHNICIAN: Begin back-rolling with 
12” or 18” Micro Plush Back-Roller. Push back and 
forth with moderate pressure to remove all lines and 
streaks left by T-Bar. Feather-roll into previous rolled 
areas by rolling just past previous roller lines and 
lifting slowly (like an airplane taking off). 

 

STIR AND POUR MORE IMPACT as needed to ensure 
puddle for T-Bar never runs dry. Maintain 3- to 4”-
wide line. Stir before every pour. 

MIX ADDITIONAL IMPACT as needed before running 
out to avoid leaving visible stop/start marks. 

APPROACHING EXITS AND FINISHING CORNERS may 
require making an “L” shape along side wall. Turn T-
Bar 90 degrees to original line of IMPACT and pull bar 
along side wall toward exit wall. Make 2-3 passes with 
T-Bar along side wall, then resume 2-3 passes on 
original line. Alternate between lines until exit. 

COAT AND BACK-ROLL BEHIND DOOR(S) before 
coating area in front of door. 

FINISHING UP 

USE T-BAR to pull excess IMPACT past exit into trash 
bag taped to floor. Finish back-rolling by rolling 
straight forward. Place wet end of T-Bar and back-
rollers in trash bag (these may be used on other floors 
for a total use of up to 2 hours). Pull tape and remove 
bag.  

ISOLATE AREA with tape across all doorways and 
place Wet Floor signs indicating time and date that 
floor will be dry and ready for use. Fans and/or 
dehumidifiers can speed drying. Keep doors open to 
provide airflow. 

CLEAN T-BAR AND ROLLER FRAMES with isopropyl 
alcohol or dish soap and water. 

ALLOW EXCESS IMPACT TO DRY in bucket overnight 
before discarding according to local regulations. 

AFFIX FLOOR PROTECTORS to any furniture or fixture 

that may prematurely damage the floor. 

Keep back-rollers as dry as possible and never roll into the 
puddle of IMPACT. If back-rollers become saturated, squeeze 
excess on dry part of floor. Do not slide back-roller sideways. 
Replace rollers every 2 hours or if they become flattened. 
Back-Roller Technician should step back to allow T-Bar 
Technician to pass. Apply IMPACT on hard-to-reach areas with 
2” paint brush. Keep rag or paper towel handy to wipe 
IMPACT from places it should not be. 
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IMPACT 

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE 

for floors coated with IMPACT 

 

Ultra Durable Technologies recommends 
the following cleaning procedures for 

floors that have been coated with IMPACT 
 

 

SWEEP OR DUST MOP 
Sweep and/or dust mop regularly to remove 
sand, dirt, and debris. Sweeping or dust mopping 
frequently will help minimize wear as well as 
prevent the dulling of IMPACT’s glossy 
appearance. 
 
MICROFIBER MOP 
Microfiber mopping minimizes chemical and 
water consumption, making it a desirable 
method for daily floor cleaning. Wring out 
microfiber mop pads as much as possible to 
minimize the potential for residual water marks 
or cloudiness. Occasionally follow up with a dry 
microfiber mop to remove any surface haze from 
detergents or soil. 
 
TRADITIONAL STRING MOP 
The standard “mop and bucket” cleaning method 
may be used for spot cleaning spills. This method 
may also be used for daily cleaning of large areas 
if the water is changed frequently and mop heads 
are laundered frequently. Occasionally follow up 
with a dry mop to remove any surface haze from 
detergents or soil. 

 

 

MACHINE FLOOR SCRUBBING PROCEDURES 
Machine scrubbing is an approved cleaning 
method for large areas that have been coated 
with IMPACT. Machine scrubbing should be 
completed on an “as-needed” basis. Excessive 
machine scrubbing can damage and shorten the 
life of any floor finish. 

Walk-Behind or Riding Auto-Scrubber: 
- Remove entrance matting and any furniture. 
- Sweep or dust mop entire floor to remove loose 
dirt and debris prior to auto-scrubbing. 
- Fill auto scrubber with warm water or a 
chemical-free cleaning product. 
- Assemble floor-scrubbing machine with a UDT 
Microfiber Scrub Pad. 
- Set head pressure to medium/light. 
- Turn on the water switch and scrub floor 
according to machine manufacturer’s directions. 
- Allow floor to dry and return furniture and 
matting. 

Slow-Speed 175-RPM Roto: 
- Remove entrance matting and any furniture. 
- Sweep or dust mop entire floor to remove loose 
dirt and debris prior to scrubbing. 
- Fill roto tank with warm or hot water or a 
chemical-free cleaning product. 
- If no water tank available, generously mop floor 
with warm or hot water or a chemical-free 
cleaning product. 
- Assemble floor-scrubbing machine with a UDT 
Microfiber Scrub Pad. 
- Scrub the wet floor to lift soil into suspension. 
- Use a squeegee vacuum or a clean traditional 
string mop to remove soiled water. 
- Allow floor to dry and return furniture and 
matting. 

 

 

FLOOR CLEANING TIPS 

Never dry scrub a floor without water or 
permanent damage may occur. 

Floors must be swept prior to scrubbing. 

Use detergents or sanitizers only if 
required. Overuse of detergents will leave 
a residual film on the floor and potentially 
be a cause of slippery floors. 

Never use acrylic-enhancing cleaners or 
cleaners designed to be buffed or 
burnished after application. 

Use UDT Microfiber Scrub Pads whenever 
possible. Launder Microfiber Scrub Pads 
frequently. White or red pads should only 
be used if UDT Microfiber Scrub Pads are 
not available and must be replaced 
frequently. 

Make sure that pads are clean of dirt and 
debris prior to cleaning the floor. 

Inspect furniture feet for protectors: UDT 
recommends the use of floor protectors to 
prolong the life of the finish. Inspect 
furniture for missing or damaged floor 
protectors regularly and replace as 
needed. 
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IMPACT 

FLOOR PREP – REMOVING IMPACT 

WITH UDT URETHANE REMOVER 

IMPACT may be removed from terrazzo or concrete 

with traditional grinding methods. If chemical 

removal is preferred, follow these instructions. 

YOU WILL NEED: 

 UDT Urethane Remover 

 Chemical-Resistant Tape 

 Protective Walk-Off Matting 

 Ultra-Blue or High-Pro Black Stripping Pads 
or Stiff-Bristled Mal-Grit Xtra Brush 

 60- to 100-Grit Round Screens (optional) 

 Doodle Bug Holder 
w/ Ultra-Blue or High-Pro Black Pads 

 Scrapers and/or Razor Blades 

 Large, Dull Scraper (Drywall Scraper) 

 Dust Mop or Broom 

 Dustpan or Small Shovel 

 18” Roller Frame 

 18” x 3/8” Nap Rollers 

 6.5” Edge Roller Frame 

 6.5” x 3/8” Nap Rollers 

 Chip Paint Brush 

 Threaded Extension Pole 

 3 Clean String Mop Heads w/ Handles 

 2 Mop Buckets 

 175 RPM Roto 

 Wet Vacuum w/ Squeegee 

 Fans / Air Movers 

 Shoe Covers, Rubber Gloves, Safety Glasses 

 Traction Stripping Shoes 

 Microfiber Mop Frame and Pads 

 Rags / Towels 

 Degreaser or Neutral Cleaner 

 

SWEEP to remove all debris. Wet mop if needed. 

STAGE THE AREA with protective walk-off matting at 
doorway. Apply tape (and plastic where needed) to 
doorways, baseboards, and other surfaces needing 
protection. Remove all movable fixtures. Place 
caution tape and wet floor signs. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) should be 
worn. Affix shoe covers, traction stripping shoes, 
rubber gloves, and safety glasses. Refer to Safety Data 
Sheets (SDS) for additional information. 

APPLY UDT URETHANE REMOVER at a rate of 100-
200 ft2 per gallon. Do not dilute the remover. Pour 
the remover directly onto dry floor and spread evenly 
with 3/8” nap roller. Apply remover to all edges and 
corners, using 2” brush as necessary. Allow to dwell 
(sit) for 30-60 minutes. 

SCRAPE UP REMOVER using scraper to push remover 
into a pile. A small putty knife will work best around 
door frames and edges. Scoop all remover and 
residue into dustpan and deposit into pail for 
disposal. 

FLOOD FLOOR with degreaser or neutral cleaner. 

USE 175 RPM ROTO with Ultra-Blue Pad, Black Pad, or 
Mal-Grit Xtra Brush to scrub floor. Run machine in at 
least 2 different directions to ensure all acrylic is 
removed. Turn machine on its edge (heel) to increase 
pressure on stubborn and hard-to-remove areas. 

SCRUB EDGES AGGRESSIVELY with Doodle-Bug pad 
and scraper. 

WET VACUUM to remove all slurry. 

INSPECT FLOOR once dry, visually and by feel, to 
ensure all finish has been removed. Use scraper to 
remove very small amounts of remaining finish. If 
large amount remains, reapply remover and repeat 
process. 

IF URETHANE IS PROVING DIFFICULT TO REMOVE, a 
machine scrub with screens may be attempted: 
generously flood mop floor with clean water, place a 
60- to 100-grit screen under a clean red or black pad, 

and use 175 RPM roto to scrub floor. Wet vacuum to 
remove all slurry. Inspect floor once dry. Use scraper 
to remove very small amounts of remaining finish. If a 
large amount remains, repeat machine scrub with 
screens until all remaining urethane has been 
removed. 

MACHINE SCRUB WITH STIFF-BRISTLED BRUSH once 
all urethane has been successfully removed. 
Generously flood mop floor with clean water. Use 175 
RPM roto to scrub-rinse floor. 

WET VACUUM to remove all slurry. 

REMOVE TAPE and discard. 

USE FANS if desired to speed drying. 

AFFIX SHOE COVERS to avoid contaminating floor. 

USE A DAMP MICROFIBER MOP for final cleaning. 
Thoroughly rinse and agitate the microfiber mop pad 
in clean mop bucket frequently (every 50 ft2 or as 
soon as it becomes cloudy). 

ALLOW FLOOR TO DRY THOROUGHLY. It is 
recommended to allow the floor to dry for a 
minimum of 24 hours before reapplying any 
coating(s). 


